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ABSTRACT

A de?brillator paddle set includes ?rst and second paddles
connected together With a Y-shaped cord set. The legs of the
cord set are attached to the forward ends of each paddle,

adjacent a de?brillator “?ring” button. Improved manufac
turing techniques and enhanced operator safety are realized.
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EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR ELECTRODE
APPARATUS

considerable care must be taken to prevent unintended

electrical shock of adjacent bystanders.
As mentioned above, the placement of the high voltage

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

cables is someWhat aWkWard, and despite care in maintain

1. Field of the Invention

ing equipment, operators Will sometimes experience micro

The present invention pertains to external de?brillators

or mild electrical shocks. During initial set-up, When ?rst
preparing for a de?brillator procedure, effective cardiac

and in particular to the paddle-shaped electrodes employed
thereWith.
2. Description of the Related Art
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De?brillation has proven to be an effective treatment

operator is required to compensate for mechanical strains
and vibrations in the interconnecting high voltage cables. At
times the operator is required to untangle cumbersome

technique for alleviating certain types of cardiac
malfunction, and has oftentimes been proven to be indis

pensable in critical life-saving situations.
Typically, an external de?brillator system includes an
electronics package, a pair of de?brillator electrodes to be
placed in contact With the patient’s body, and one or more

coiled high voltage cables, and oftentimes is required to
15 con?gure the cables so as to loop over one or both hands in

order to keep the high voltage cables aWay from the elec
trically active circuits of the electrodes, as previously men
tioned.
Further, because the cables exit the rear of the electrodes,
a longer cable length is required With the undesirable

multi-conductor cables coupling the de?brillator electrodes
and the electronics package. Typically, because the connect

ing cables must provide adequate high voltage electrical
insulation, the cables employed are relatively bulky, heavy

consequence that greater current leakage, greater capacitive

and in?exible. Coiling of the cables alleviates inherent

coupling and at times compromise of the energy transfer

stiffness to some extent, but a considerable effort must be

interface results. In order to enhance energy transfer, a

made to manage the cables, especially during times of stress
associated With life threatening situations Which can be

25

adequately addressed only by the most prompt deployment

de?brillation gel is applied to the electrically active surface
of the paddle electrodes. Because of the inherent tendency of
the cables to pass across the electrically active surface of the
electrodes, the cables tend to come in contact With the

of the de?brillator equipment. With continuous coiling of

the high voltage cables, extra length may be gained by

de?brillation gel, thus compromising their electrical insula

uncoiling, but at times this requires a concentrated effort
Which must be assiduously monitored to avoid shifting
careful orientation of the electrodes With respect to the

tion containing the high voltage pulse being transmitted. At
a minimum, the operator’s suseptance to micro shocks is

heightened by the resulting contamination of the high volt

patient’s anatomy.

age cables, With the outer surface of the cables being

Because of the nature of the medical emergency being

treated, effective monitoring of the patient’s condition is
oftentimes required for successful treatment. For this reason,

treatment time is very brief and operators are under consid
erable strain to effectively carry out the de?brillator proce
dure in an optimally ef?cient manner. At this critical time, an
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electrically coupled to the operator’s body by the contami
nating de?brillation gel.

cardiac monitoring equipment is oftentimes incorporated

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

With the de?brillator electronics package to provide the

It is an object of the present invention to provide an

operator With a visual indication of vital information con

cerning the patient’s condition. When monitoring and

improved electrode apparatus for external cardiac de?bril

de?brillating a patient, the optimal location of the cardiac
monitoring equipment, and hence the de?brillator electron

lators.

ics package, is at or near the patient’s head. If the cardiac

monitoring equipment Were placed at the feet of the patient,
for example, the operator Would be required to look in tWo
opposite directions, one for addressing the medical data
equipment and the other for addressing the patient’s
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anatomy and proper orientation of the de?brillator elec
trodes. The optimal location alloWs the operator to monitor

both the patient and the medical data display simultaneously,
minimiZing the operator’s head movement and attendant
change of focus.

provided in a de?brillator paddle set, comprising:
?rst and second paddle bodies each having a ?rst surface

to be placed adjacent the patient’s body;

Unfortunately, de?brillator electrodes are designed such
that the interconnecting high voltage cable exits the rear of
the electrode assemblies, that is, in a direction toWard the

patient’s feet. Proper placement of the de?brillator elec
trodes requires the high voltage cables exiting the paddles to
pass across the electrical electrodes and the hands of an

operator grasping the paddles, so as to maintain their proper
orientation With respect to the patient’s anatomy, and to
overcome distracting forces Which may be applied to the
cable. During this time, the operator is concerned With
avoiding the passage of electrical currents to his oWn body
as Well as other people in the immediate vicinity of the
medical treatment. By their nature, cardiac de?brillators are
employed on an emergency basis. Whether the patient is
being treated in the ?eld or in a hospital setting, the

immediate vicinity of the patient is usually very busy and

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide
external de?brillator electrodes having improved cable man
agement and reduced cable strain.
A further object of the present invention is to provide
external de?brillation electrode equipment Which can be
employed more rapidly, and With reduced risk of injury to
the operator.
These and other objects of the present invention are

55

an electrode carried by each body adjacent the ?rst
surface thereof;
?rst and second handles carried by respective paddle
bodies, remote from the electrode, said handles dimen
sioned to Wrapped about by a users ?ngers during

operation;
a Y-shaped cord set including a junction, ?rst and second
legs extending from the junction to ones of said handles
and said paddle bodies, respectively and a stem extend
ing from said junction, aWay from said ?rst and second

paddle bodies;
said cord set stem including an electrical connector for
connection to an external de?brillator and electrical

conductors extending from said electrical connector to

said junction;

6,097,987
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said cord set ?rst and second legs including respective
electrical conductors extending from said junction to

anatomy. A high voltage cable assembly 18, in this manner,
traverses the shortest distance to the electronics package 14‘.
Turning noW to FIG. 4, the de?brillator paddle 16 is
shoWn in greater detail. Paddle 16 includes a structural body

said electrodes such that said electrodes are electrically
connected to said electrical connector;

50 preferably formed of molded plastic material. Handle 22
forms a closed loop With an opening 52 alloWing passage of

the handles extending generally parallel to respective ones
of said cord set ?rst and second legs With a ?rst end

the operator’s ?ngers, as can be seen, for example, in the
upper portion of FIG. 2. Body 50 further includes ?rst and
second Walls 54, 56 separated by a stand-off 58. An elec

adjacent the cord set leg and a second opposed end; and
electrical sWitch means carried by each paddle body,
adjacent the cord set leg and said handle ?rst end.

trically active electrode 60 is located on the bottom surface

of paddle 16. Electrode 60 is preferably made of metal plate

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

presenting a relatively large surface area for contact With the
patient’s skin. It is the exposed surface of electrode 60 Which

FIG. 1 shoWs an external de?brillator system being

receives de?brillator gel in preparation for establishing an
electrically conductive path With the patient’s internal tis

coupled to a patient’s body in preparation for cardiac

de?brillation;
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FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW shoWing an operator prepar

ing a patient for cardiac de?brillation, using apparatus
according to the principles of the present invention;

of high voltage electrical energy to the operator’s hands,
Wrapped about handle 22.

FIG. 3 shoWs an external de?brillator electrode or

The paddle 16 includes a forWard Wall 64 at its forWard
end 30. A strain relief 66 is carried on the forWard Wall 64,
and provides mechanical support for an electrical multi
conductor cable leg 68. As can be seen in FIG. 4, electrical
energy carried in cable leg 68 is directed aWay from the

“paddle” set;
FIG. 4 is an enlarged perspective vieW of one of the

paddles employed; and
FIG. 5 is a perspective vieW similar to that of FIG. 4 but

shoWing an alternative paddle illustrating other aspects of
the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Turning noW to FIGS. 1 and 2, a de?brillator system

generally indicated at 10 is shoWn deployed, ready for
de?brillator electrode units or “paddles” 16 and an inter

at 18. The paddles 16 must be carefully oriented about the

operator’s hands Wrapped about handle 22. Should the
insulating integrity of the outer dielectric sheath of cable leg
68 of strain relief 66 be compromised as by improper
handling and maintenance of the de?brillator equipment, the
operator’s safety and ability to effectively carry out medical
treatment Would be preserved.
Turning again to FIG. 4, a key-sWitch or electrical “?ring”
button 70 is carried at the forWard end of paddle 16. Button
70 must be depressed in order to permit an electrical

cardiac de?brillation treatment of a patient 12. De?brillator

system 10 includes an electronics package 14, a pair of

connecting high voltage cable assembly generally indicated

sues. The spaced-apart Walls 54, 56 and the stand-off 58
provide a necessary electrical insulation to prevent creepage
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de?brillation signal to be carried along the cable assembly,
and the electrically active surface of the paddles 16. As
mentioned, tWo paddles are employed for de?brillation
treatment and preferably the buttons 70 of both paddles must
be simultaneously depressed before a de?brillator treatment

patient’s chest area to be sure that the electrical path betWeen

the paddles, and internal to the patient’s body, passes
through the patient’s heart so as to render effective medical
relief.
With additional reference to FIG. 2, an operator 20 grasps
the handles 22 of paddle 16 so as to maintain proper control

pulse is applied to the patient.

of the paddles, preserving the required orientation of the
paddles With respect to the patient’s anatomy. Referring to
FIG. 1, the paddles 16 have opposite front and rear ends 30,
32. The front ends of the paddles point generally toWard the
patient’s head While the rear ends of the paddles point
generally toWard the patient’s feet. As is evident from FIGS.
1 and 2, the interconnecting cables emerge from the forWard
ends 30 of paddles 16, lying along a direct, straight forWard
path betWeen the paddle 16 and the electronics package 14.
In FIG. 1, a relatively loW pro?le electronics package is

forWard end to be directed toWard the patient’s head. As can
be seen in FIG. 4, “?ring” button 70 is located in close

illustrated having an upper ?at surface 36 having a display
WindoW 38 for displaying medical data to the operator. In
FIG. 2 a slightly different style of electronics package 14‘
includes a generally upstanding front face 42 With a data
screen, again presenting necessary medical information to

As can be seen in FIG. 4, the “?ring” button 70 is located

at the forWard end of the paddle 16 and provides further
indication to an operator that end 30 of paddle 16 is the
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Within paddle 16 can isolate electrical high voltage at the
forWard end of the paddle, remote from the operator’s hands,
thus further contributing to operator safety and continued
effectiveness of the operator’s services.
Turning noW to FIG. 3, the de?brillators 16 and cable
assembly 18 together comprise a de?brillator paddle set
generally indicated at 90. It is preferred that the arrangement
of FIG. 3 be fabricated at the factory, With the components
55

As can be seen in FIG. 2, a high voltage cable assembly 18
exits the paddle 16, in a direction aWay from the operator’s

permanently connected to one another and remaining con
nected to one another during their service life.
The electrical cable assembly 18 is comprised of a num

ber of high voltage cable components, as is conventionally
knoWn. The cable assembly 18 includes individual cable
legs 68 extending to each paddle 16 and a cable stem portion

the operator, concerning the patient’s condition. One
example of medical information, is an electro-cardiographic
presentation of the patient’s cardiac functions.
It is important that the operator be able to simultaneously
monitor the medical data display, the orientation of the
paddles With respect to the patient’s anatomy, the clearance
of the equipment and the patient’s body With respect to the
operator’s body as Well as the bodies of nearby personnel.

proximity to the cable leg 68 and, if desired, internal Wiring

94 terminated With an electrical connector 96 for electrical
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connection to the circuitry Within the electronics package.
The individual cable portions 68, 94 are preferably joined
together to form a Y-shaped cord set including a junction 98,
?rst and second legs cable legs 68, and the stem portion 94
Which is coupled to the electronics package.
In the preferred embodiment, the cord set includes an
outer dielectric covering, preferably of molded plastic or the

6,097,987
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like material, Which de?nes the characteristic Y-shape. The
outer covering of the Y-shaped cord set may comprise an

of a siZe and shape for the particular patient. If a pediatric
paddle set should become damaged or otherWise

over-molded dielectric sheath providing physical strength

compromised, it may be possible to snap the paddle body

and integrity to the portions of the cord set (and optionally

With its associated electrode to the cord set of an adult

providing additional high voltage electrical insulation

de?brillator paddle unit. The integral molded “?ring” button

protection). As indicated in FIG. 3, the over-molded dielec
tric sheath alloWs a smooth continuously formed junction 98
Whereas, in FIGS. 1 and 2, the junction 98 comprises an

releasably secured to another paddle body With the internal
electrical connection to the electrode 60 being made by

enlarged portion of dielectric material.
The junction 98 in its various forms, provides strain relief,
preventing separation of the ?rst and second legs of the cord
set comprised by cables 68. As can be seen for example in
FIGS. 1 and 2, the paddles 16 are spaced apart from one
another during a de?brillator operation and it is important
that the necessary strain relief be provided at junction 98

and strain relief of one cord set can be “snapped into” or

mating releasable electrical connectors (not shoWn).
10

The draWings and the foregoing descriptions are not
intended to represent the only forms of the invention in
regard to the details of its construction and manner of
operation. Changes in form and in the proportion of parts, as
Well as the substitution of equivalents, are contemplated as
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circumstances may suggest or render expedient; and

alloWing the operator to concentrate on the medical treat

although speci?c terms have been employed, they are

ment being delivered, rather than the integrity of the
Y-shaped cord set.
As shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2, the cable assembly 18
includes a coiled portion located adjacent the electronics
package, With the remainder of the cord set having a straight,

intended in a generic and descriptive sense only and not for
the purposes of limitation, the scope of the invention being

delineated by the folloWing claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A de?brillator paddle set, comprising:

uncoiled construction. The uncoiled construction of the ?rst
and second legs of the cord set avoids entanglement of the

?rst and second paddle bodies each having a ?rst surface

to be placed adjacent the patient’s body;

high voltage electrical cables With the patient’s clothing and
it has been found easier in certain instances to train an 25

uncoiled or straight cord set portion. With the arrangement
shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2, any needed strain relief or added
cable length Will be associated With uncoiling of the cable
adjacent the more massive electronics package, further con
tributing to the positional stability of the cord set.
Turning noW to FIG. 5, an alternative paddle arrangement
is shoWn at 116. Paddle 116 is substantially identical to the
paddle 16 described above except that the strain relief 166
is angled in a doWnWard direction to further improve the

operation;
a Y-shaped cord set including a junction, ?rst and second
legs extending from the junction to ones of said handles

and said paddle bodies, respectively and a stem extend
ing from said junction, aWay from said ?rst and second

physical orientation of the cord set. As can be seen for

example in FIG. 2, the ?rst and second legs of the cord set
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paddle bodies;
said cord set stem including an electrical connector for
connection to an external de?brillator and electrical

pass over the patient’s body, so as to lie on the ground

surface. Strain relief 166 provides directional orientation in
a complementary fashion.
Certain variations are possible. For example, the strain
relief 66, 166 is shoWn to have a relatively short dimension.
If desired, the strain relief portion could be extended to have
an appreciable length so as to provide greater directional

conductors extending from said electrical connector to

said junction;
said cord set ?rst and second legs including respective
electrical conductors extending from said junction to
said electrodes such that said electrodes are electrically
connected to said electrical connector;

control of the cord set legs. For example, as can be seen in

FIGS. 1 and 2, the cord set leg of the left paddle passes over

a portion of the patient’s neck. It is possible that the patient

an electrode carried by each body adjacent the ?rst
surface thereof;
?rst and second handles carried by respective paddle
bodies, remote from the electrode, said handles dimen
sioned to Wrapped about by a users ?ngers during
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may have required an emergency tracheotomy or may be

the handles extending generally parallel to respective ones
of said cord set ?rst and second legs With a ?rst end

adjacent the cord set leg and a second opposed end; and
electrical sWitch means carried by each paddle body,
adjacent the cord set leg and said handle ?rst end.

receiving other treatment in the vicinity of the neck portion.
It may be desirable in these instances to provide a strain

relief especially adapted to the left hand paddle Which Would
point the cord set leg aWay from the patient’s neck region.
It Will be appreciated that uniquely con?gured strain relief

2. The de?brillator paddle set of claim 1 Wherein said
electrical conductors of said cord set include outer insulating

members can be provided for each paddle of the de?brillator

coverings joined together at said junction.

set.

3. The de?brillator paddle set of claim 1 Wherein said
electrical sWitch means carried by each paddle body are

As a further alternative, the strain relief members and the
“?ring” button can be assembled as a separate unit, being
cast in electrical potting material or other dielectric medium
to form a monolithic sub-assembly Which is then mechani
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electrically coupled to the electrode carried by the paddle

body.
4. The de?brillator paddle set of claim 1 Wherein said
handles cooperate With said paddle bodies to form a ring

cally ?tted to the forWard end of the paddle handle. As
shoWn for example in FIGS. 1 and 4, a parting line 150 may

shaped structure through Which the operators ?ngers extend.

be provided such that the integrally combined “?ring”

5. The de?brillator paddle set of claim 1 Wherein said

button 70 and strain relief 66 or 166 can be “snapped into”

electrodes are ?at, planar and said paddle bodies electrically

a paddle body. This may be useful, for example, When ?eld

insulate said handles from said electrodes.
6. The de?brillator paddle set of claim 1 Wherein said cord
set ?rst and second legs extend from said paddle bodies.
7. The de?brillator paddle set of claim 1 Wherein said cord
set ?rst and second legs extend from said handles.

modi?cations are urgently needed to make the best use of

available equipment. For example, an operator may be
called upon to render de?brillator treatment to a pediatric

patient. The proper electrical energy pulse, optimiZed for a

pediatric patient, may be incorporated into the electronics
package, but it is also important that the paddle electrodes be
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